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ABSTRACT
The Domain Name System (DNS) is part of the core of the Internet.
Over the past decade, much-needed security features were added
to this protocol, with the introduction of the DNS Security Exten-
sions. DNSSEC adds authenticity and integrity to the protocol using
digital signatures, and turns the DNS into a public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI). At the top of this PKI is a single key, the so-called Key
Signing Key (KSK) for the DNS root. The current Root KSK was
introduced in 2010, and has not changed since. This year, the Root
KSK will be replaced for the first time ever. This event potentially
has a major impact on the Internet. Thousands of DNS resolvers
worldwide rely on this key to validate DNSSEC signatures, and
must start using the new key, either through an automated process,
or manual intervention. Failure to pick up the new key will result in
resolvers becoming completely unavailable to end users. This work
presents the “Root Canary”, a system to monitor and measure this
event from the perspective of validating DNS resolvers for its entire
nine-month duration. The system combines three active measure-
ment platforms to have the broadest possible coverage of validating
resolvers. Results will be presented in near real-time, to allow the
global DNS community to act if problems arise. Furthermore, after
the Root KSK rollover concludes in March 2018, we will use the
recorded datasets for an in-depth analysis, from which the Internet
community can draw lessons for future key rollovers.
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Figure 1: Example DNSSEC chain of trust

1 INTRODUCTION
TheDNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) enhance security by adding
digital signatures to DNS records. DNS resolvers can validate these
signatures to ensure that DNS records come from a legitimate source
(authenticity) and have not been modified in transit (integrity).
Validating DNS resolvers typically validate signatures along the
so-called chain of trust. Figure 1 shows an example chain of trust,
in this case for www.example.com. The most important takeaway
from this example is that the chain of trust starts at the so-called
Key Signing Key (KSK) for the root zone of the DNS. This key is
called the ‘trust anchor’, and it is at the start of every chain of trust
in the DNS. Validating resolvers only need to trust this key to verify
signatures anywhere in the DNS, as long as there is a chain of trust
from that signature all the way to the root zone of the DNS.

The current Root KSK was introduced when DNSSEC was en-
abled for the root zone in July 2010. Since then, the key has remained
unchanged. This year, for the first time ever, this key will be re-
placed. This so-called key rollover is a standard practice in DNSSEC.
Current best practices [1] recommend regularly replacing keys. The
rollover of the Root KSK, however, is special, because it is also the
trust anchor for the entire DNS. Validating DNS resolvers that rely
on this key to validate signatures must pick up the new key, either
through an automated process, or manual intervention. Resolvers
that fail to pick up the new trust anchor will be unable to resolve
any name in the DNS, regardless of whether or not it is DNSSEC
signed. This is because signatures are validated from the root down;
if a signature at root level fails to validate, anything below that level
is also treated as untrusted (or ‘bogus’ in DNSSEC terms). Thus, this
has a catastrophic impact for users and operators of these resolvers.

This paper presents the “Root Canary”, a system to monitor and
measure the impact of the Root KSK rollover. The Root Canary uses
three different active measurement platforms to observe the impact
of the Root KSK rollover on validating DNS resolvers across the
Internet. Like a virtual canary-in-the-coalmine, the Root Canary
serves as a near real-time warning system that signals if resolvers
experience problems during the rollover. In addition to this, the
Root Canary collects valuable longitudinal datasets that gauge the
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Measurement #Vantage Control DNSSEC
Platform Frequency Points over VPs Algorithms

APNIC (Google Ads) [2] Variable⋆ 1000s/hour⋆ No RSA+ECDSA
Luminati [3] Hourly†/Daily 20M Partial All⋄
RIPE Atlas [4] Hourly 10k‡ Yes All⋄

⋆Variable frequency and vantage points based on where advertisements are served.
†Hourly frequency around key dates in the rollover process (limited by cost).
‡Potentially biased towards vantage points operated by knowledgeable Internet users.
⋄See https://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xml

Table 1: Comparison of measurement methods

impact of the rollover over the entire duration of the process from
July 2017 until March 2018. We will analyse these datasets after the
rollover completes, to draw lessons that can inform policy and best
practices for future key management of the DNS root zone. The
remainder of this paper presents and motivates our approach.

2 APPROACH
Goals – The Root Canary project has three goals. First, to provide

an Internet-wide perspective on the impact of the Root KSK rollover.
Second, to generate timely warnings when observed DNS resolvers
experience problems. Finally, to collect high-quality longitudinal
measurements that allow us to analyse the impact of the Root KSK
rollover over the entire duration of the process.

Existing approaches – There are a number of existing ap-
proaches to measure DNSSEC validation. All of these, however,
have limitations. Table 1 compares three platforms currently in
use to measure and monitor DNSSEC validation. The first column
compares the measurement frequency. As the table shows, this
frequency depends on factors such as ad-placement strategies for
Google Ads, and measurement cost. The second column provides an
estimate of the number and distribution of measurement vantage
points. The third column indicates the level of control over vantage
points. Finally, the fourth column indicates which DNSSEC signing
algorithms can be tested using each platform.

Methodology – The three approaches outlined above provide
complementary visibility into the DNSSEC ecosystem. In this work,
we are the first to combine all of them to provide the broadest
possible coverage of the root key rollover. We will standardise
measurement output in a format usable with existing tool chains.
Since each of the three platforms has specific characteristics in
terms of measurement dynamics and output, this is challenging.
To give an example: measurements with RIPE Atlas probes require
little post-processing, which makes it possible to provide almost
instantaneous reporting on resolvers with problems. The output of
the Luminati measurements require post-processing to correlate
data recorded at different locations (from a webserver, and from
authoritative name servers). This delays signalling of problems, and
requires additional post-processing to make the output comparable
to Atlas measurements.

Measurement Phases – The Root KSK rollover is a structured
process that takes around nine months. We will perform continuous
measurements with all three platforms for the entire duration of the
process. Measurements are spread over six phases, corresponding
to key milestones in the Root KSK rollover process. Figure 2 shows
the phases, with milestones highlighted using orange circles. We
will increase the measurement frequency around milestones, for
those platforms that allow control over this frequency.

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2017 2018

Phase I
Phase II

P. III
Phase IV

Phase V
Phase VI

Introduction of new KSK
DNSKEY size increases due to ZSK rollover

New KSK becomes active
Start of revocation of old KSK

Old KSK removed

Figure 2: Measurement phases
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Figure 3: Preliminary results for RIPE Atlas measurement

Reporting – One of the key goals of this project is to provide
near real-time information about the state of DNSSEC validation
during the Root KSK rollover process. To make this possible, we
intend to extend the DNSThought portal1, that can visualise DNS
resolver measurements using data from the RIPE Atlas platform.

Analysis after the rollover – The Root KSK rollover completes
in March 2018. The datasets collected using the three platforms will
then be used to perform analyse the entire process. A key goal of
this study is to evaluate if any of the risks identified by the Root
KSK rollover design team led to actual problems [5].

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The measurement using RIPE Atlas probes has started. Figure 3
shows preliminary results for this measurement on the day after
the introduction of the new Root KSK. The figure shows what
fraction of probes perform DNSSEC validation for different signing
algorithms. Note that, so far, the results show no probes failing as
a result of the introduction of the new Root KSK. We are currently
working on implementing the Luminati measurements, to further
extend coverage of validating resolvers. We have also set up a
project website2, which presents results as they become available.
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